
Import tickets and season passes so guests’ can scan 

and go upon arrival. Minimise queues at entry points 

so those first memories aren’t of waiting in line.

We integrate with the industry’s leading ticketing 

vendors, so you can retain your existing ticketing 

solution and provide a seamless journey for guests.

Add photo verification to digital tickets season passes 

for easy guest identification and prevent misuse or 

sharing.

Effortless entry: Keep your existing ticketing solution Improve guest verification 
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Reduce Friction

Mobile Wallet
Don’t make guests wait for the fun to start! Give them instant access to 
your attraction and ditch entry lines for good with a convenient in-app 
wallet for tickets, fast passes and memberships.


The Attractions.io mobile wallet integrates with leading ticketing providers 
to offer maximum flexibility. Remove one of the leading causes of fiction 
for guests and help them start their adventure immediately.



Send guests convenient in-app ticket upgrades and 

offers for return visits, targeted by location, 

demographic and behaviour.

Promote memberships directly within the app and 

tailor according to your guests needs. Whether its a 

second-day ticket or a full season pass, you’ll unlock 

even more ways to drive revenue.


Go green and in saving thousands every year in 

printing fees by replacing your paper tickets and 

season passes with paperless alernatives.

Leverage intelligent offers Unlock new upsells Reduce overheads

Increase Revenue
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Guest SatisfactionInsights

Guest Satisfaction

Heatmap

Day Planner

ExportSettings

Guest Satisfaction

93%

Total Positive

9,829

Total Negative

744
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Top Negative Feedback Reasons Edit Options

Name Count StatusCreated Last Submitted

Queue Times 127 Active12.04.18 04.06.22

Food Quality 83 Active30.07.19 04.06.22

By replacing paper tickets with a mobile wallet, San Diego Zoo have 
been able to slash their printing costs; reducing their environmental 
footprint and releasing additional funds to invest in green initiatives.  


“We recognise the importance of technology in future-proofing the 
guest experience. These apps will be an integral part of our vision for 
a connected, on-brand digital offering that adds more value and 
creates a better experience for day visitors and members alike.” 

Damien Lasater, Associate Director of Marketing at San Diego Zoo and Safari Park



How does our Mobile 
Wallet work?
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1
Add pricing and embed links to 
your website’s ticketing page in 
your app, so all guests need to do 
is click and pay.

2
Guests purchase tickets via the 
app and receive a booking 
confirmation to their registered 
email address.

3
Our ticketing integration connects 
with your provider's database, 
enabling users to import tickets 
using their email address.

4
Guests enjoy a friction-free 
experience at your attraction 
knowing all their tickets, shows, 
activities and fast passes are 
secure in the app.

5
Target guests as they leave for the 
day with compelling offers to 
rebook or extend the fun by 
upgrading to a season pass.

sales@attractions.io www.attractions.io Find us on LinkedinStill have questions about our Mobile Wallet solution?                         

It’s really easy to get in touch to arrange a personalised demo: 

mailto:sales@attractions.io
http://www.attractions.io/demo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/attractions-io
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